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"Revised Edition, based on customer reviews" Mar/2/2017 â€œChess Games With Conceptual

Explanationsâ€• is a book that contains 10 Grand Masterâ€™s games with explanations. It

doesnâ€™t just show the possible variations but it will justify the moves with reasons for every

move. It would start with some basic strategies and also provides advanced strategies with next

games. I did explained different strategies that could be used in chess with different games. I have

also provided some psychological games which would help players to realize how important it is to

think every move. I have given all the points learned in this book for revision in the end as 80 points

for better chess. I strongly recommend players to read each and every line for their knowledge and

then finally continue with that 80 points. I have made this book simple to read and understand by

anyone who knows little basics in chess. This book would be appropriate to Intermediate players

and advanced players! However a beginner can also get some value additions from this book.

Chess board will not be necessary to read this book since I have given diagrams at necessary

places to ensure easy understandings. I saw many books with many variations and sub variations,

which would cause confusions and complications, so I hereby started this new approach of learning

chess.
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"Karthik PM" was born (1995) in Tamil Nadu, India. He is a young talented chess player and a

chess coach! his passion towards chess made him to teach chess for talented students who cannot

afford to pay fees, As per the students' requests, he has started to write books about chess for them



and for all!

Oh, what an outstanding guidebook it is! I grabbed this book for the purpose of learning Chess

game and it didnÃ¢Â€Â™t disappoint me because throughout it I have learned various theories from

GM game. Inside of this guidebook the author Ã¢Â€ÂœKarthik PMÃ¢Â€Â• has described all the

things very clearly with easy to understand language. Throughout it I have come to know the

principles of chess openings and opening strategies. It taught me how to play against any type of

center and how to calculate every move. By taking its helpful I have learned the best defending

strategy. I would like to recommend this awesome guidebook to all intermediate players.

I perchased this book for my 15 years old son. He is playing this game in his school. This book

contains many helpful information about this game, and also It contains 10 Grand MasterÃ¢Â€Â™s

games with explanations and 15 games in the chapter opening traps to educate players about the

strategies used in chess.This book provides a lots of help to my son. Great guide book as it

provides Learn the theories from GM games.

The contents of the book are great and deserves 5 stars. Through the games the author

demonstrates pretty much all the general concepts you need to know about chess. That is, things

like attack on the flanks if the center is closed or you control the center, bishops are better than

knights in open positions, etc. Specific strategic concepts like a minority attack are not covered.The

reason I did not give this book 5 stars that it seems like a rough first draft. At first I was sympathetic

because obviously English is not the author's first language, but that is no reason to say things like

"and white is winning" after showing moves that win for black. Also, there are missing moves and

incorrect moves. I was usually able to figure out what moves were meant to be made, but it is hard

to believe someone would publish a book without even double checking the moves.

I got this book to get them reading about it, and hopefully pique their interest. If you are searching

for a perfect guidebook to learn about Chess game then, definitely I will like to suggest this book

without any doubt. I found this guidebook super helpful and it helped me a lot to learn everything

about this game. An excellent guide in learning how to play chess.

I've been playing chess for some time now and I've never been able to become better at it. Thanks

to this book I learned new strategies in order to boost my game and become better at it. In my



opinion, this book can also be helpful if you're a newbie at chess. Everything is very well explained

and it's presented in a way that is easy to comprehend.

Are you looking for a helpful guidebook, to learn Chess game more? If Yes, then this guidebook will

be super perfect for you. Inside of it you will get ten grand masterÃ¢Â€Â™s games with explanation

Who edited this book!? The English is terrible and the commentary is juvenile. NOT

RECOMMENDED.

delivered as expected, in excellent condition.
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